

  
   
    
    
     
      Kent Office

      Brad C. Hwang, DDS, PS

      Kenny Ho, DDS, MS

      Anna (Brostowitz) Requa, DDS

      Chia-Yu Chen, DDS

      Ellie Kwon, DDS

      Mike Miyamoto, DDS, MS, Orthodontist

       

      Bonney Lake Office

      Brad C. Hwang, DDS, PS

      Julie Bahnmiller, DDS

      Kirk Skidmore, DDS

      Kevin Kim, DDS

      Todd Steinhart, DDS, Orthodontist

     

     
      Specializing in Dentistry & Orthodontics

      for Infants, Children, & Teenagers
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      Kent Oceanside

      (253) 850-1234

       

      Kent Train

      (253) 850-1234

       

      Bonney Lake

      (253) 826-5000
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         [image: Healthy and beautiful smiles are what we do best.]
        

        
         [image: Don't be surprised when they are excited for their next visit!]
        

        
         [image: Children are our specialty.]
        

        
         [image: We believe smiles can change the world.]
        

        
         [image: We help build the foundation of a lifetime of beautiful smiles..]
        

       

      

     

    

    
     
      
       
        Welcome!

         

        Children's Dental Care firmly believes that every child deserves a great smile. That’s why we specialize in Pediatric Dentistry, the practice of children’s dentistry. From the time your child grows their first tooth until they graduate from high school - our professional staff will help care for and protect your child’s smile.

        And because children are so different from adults, we take a unique approach to every patient.

         We’ll help ensure each visit your child makes to the dentist is a great experience.

         

        We are available Monday - Friday from 7:30 to 5:00.

         

        Schedule a visit today at one of our locations!

         

        Kent Train Depot

         

        Kent Oceanside

         

        Bonney Lake Jungle

       

      

     

    

    
     
     
      
       
        [image: Our Kent Offices]
        
         Our Kent "Train" office is where our fascinating real working trains circle above and are a favorite with kids of all ages.  This office offers both Pediatric Dentistry and Orthodontics, as well as General Anesthesia and non-IV conscious sedation services.

          

          

         Located in the same parking lot as our Kent Train office is our newly added "Ocean" office. Here we have an awesome "Ocean" theme that is the main location for our general anesthesia services, as well as providing full pediatric dentistry needs.
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            Brad C. Hwang, DDS, PS

            Pediatric Dentist
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            Kenny Ho, DDS, MS

            Pediatric Dentist
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             Anna (Brostowitz) Requa, DDS

             Pediatric Dentistt
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           Chia-Yu Chen, DDS
Pediatric Dentist
more

          

         

         
          
          
           
            
            Ellie Kwon, DDS

            Pediatric Dentist
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            Dr. Mike Miyamoto, DDS, MS

            Orthodontist
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        [image: Our Bonney Lake Office]
        
         Bonney Lake offers both Pediatric Dentistry and Orthodontics, as well as non-IV conscious sedation and

         General Anesthesia Services.  Come visit us in the "Fun Jungle" where you can play in the Cave,

         or at your very own XBox 360 video game console!
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            Brad C. Hwang, DDS, PS

            Pediatric Dentist
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            Todd Steinhart, DDS

            Orthodontist
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            Julie Bahnmiller, DDS

            Pediatric Dentist
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            Kirk Skidmore, DDS

            Pediatric Dentist
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           Kevin Kim, DDS
Pediatric Dentist

           more


          

         

        

       

      

     

    

    
     
      
      
     

     
      
       
        [image: Our Team and Policies]
        
         Our dental staff is specially trained in dealing with children’s dental needs. Our gentle, child-centered approach helps young patients understand and enjoy their dental experience. When necessary and appropriate, we can use behavior techniques (such as laughing gas) to help children receive proper dental care. Our goal is to help your child receive a positive and effective dental visit every time, and build trust and confidence over time. This has been proven to result in a lifetime of great dental experiences and dental health.

          

         Our administrative staff has extensive knowledge in pediatric dentistry to assist in any questions you may have regarding procedures, insurance, and payments.

        

        
         
          
           Our Policies

            

           Emergencies

           In case of a dental emergency please call one of our offices for further instructions on how to either reach our on-call clinic staff member.

            

           How are Appointments Scheduled?

           The office attempts to schedule appointments at your convenience and when time is available. Preschool children should be seen in the morning because they are fresher and we can work more slowly with the child for their comfort. School children with a lot of work to be done should be seen in the morning for the same reason. Dental appointments are an excused absence. Missing school can be kept to a minimum when regular dental care is continued.

            

           Please make every effort to keep scheduled appointments.  Once an appointment is scheduled, it is considered confirmed.  If an appointment needs to be rescheduled, a 48 hour notice is appreciated.

            

           Insurance & Payment Procedures

           Dental care for children is an important part of their total health program. We believe that caring for your child's teeth should not become a financial burden for you. In the event that full payment is not possible at the time services are rendered, we have some payment methods that may assist you.

            

           If you have dental insurance you are aware that these plans vary greatly. We will help you review your benefits. For your convenience, we also accept major credit cards.

            

            

          

          more on insurance and payments
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          Welcome Letter


          Office Policy


          Preventive 1st Visit


          New Patent Form


          HIPAA
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        [image: Discover our Difference... You and your children will love each visit with us!]
        [image: Our Offices •Our team is dedicated to providing the best care for your child. •We treat each child as if they are our own! •An atmosphere that ensures a fun and relaxing visit for patients and parents including: - TVs above each dental chair to watch your favorite show - Games in the waiting area - Prizes at the end of each visit •Provide a dental home for your child and instill good oral health habits in your child. •Dietary Counseling. •On-Call availability for after-hours emergencies.]
       

      

     

    

    
    
     
      
       [image: First Visit]
       
        Our team is dedicated to great dental experiences.

        We, along with the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, recommend you bring your child for their first check-up when their first tooth appears or by their first birthday.

         

        During your first visit, you will be introduced to our children’s dental team and have a tour of our office. We will also discuss your child’s unique smile and ways to keep it beautiful for years to come.

         

        We request that you complete our New Patient Forms prior to arriving for your appointment. This helps our office keep you and everyone else’s scheduled visit on time.

         

        Your initial exam will last approximately 30 minutes. Oral hygiene instructions will be given with suggestions to help you and your child care for their teeth. In most cases, we will clean your child's teeth on this visit and provide an evaluation that will outline any existing dental problems and proposed treatment.

         

        Help us by having your first visit forms filled out when you arrive.

         Please download, print and complete.

       

      

     

    

    
     
      
       [image: Our offices are designed for the fun and comfort of your child.]
      

     

    

    
    
     
      
       [image: Children's Dentistry]
       
        
         Pediatric Dentistry is the dental specialty recognized by the American Dental Association which encompasses comprehensive dental care for all children, from infancy through adolescence.  A children’s dental specialist is a practitioner who, after becoming a general dentist (often called a family dentist), has completed an additional two years of post-doctoral training in the recognition and treatment of children’s dental and orthodontic problems. Specialty education includes child psychology, behavior guidance, preventive techniques, restorative dentistry, interceptive and comprehensive orthodontic care (braces), and the treatment of children with special needs.

          

         A thorough exam will be done to evaluate the health of your child’s teeth, gums and mouth. We will evaluate your child's growth and development and check to make sure your child's oral development is on track.  We will make child specific recommendations for the need of sealants, fluoride and other services based on your child's individual needs and habits.

          

         Our doctors are trained to evaluate proper positioning of teeth and jaw structures, checking for the influence of any habits your child may have.

        

        
         

         
          Establishing Your Child’s Dental Home

           

          The American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry encourages parents and other care providers to help every child establish a dental home by 12 months of age. Establishing a dental home provides some key components to dental care for your child including...

           

          	Comprehensive oral health care including acute care and preventive services.


	Individualized preventive dental health program based upon a caries-risk assessment.


	Guidance regarding growth and development.


	Plan for acute dental trauma (emergencies).


	Dietary counseling.


	Referrals to dental specialists when care cannot directly be provided within the dental home.


	Referral at an age determined by patient, parent, and pediatric dentist.


         

        

       

       
        Learn more about Children's Dentistry:

       

       
        Pediatric Dental Services

        FAQs

        Emergencies

       

      

     

    

    
     
      
       [image: We grow with your child.]
      

     

    

    
    
     
      
       [image: Orthodontics]
       
        
         We offer orthodontics for both children and adults.

         Our orthodontists can do a consultation for you to determine what kind of treatment is needed. At the first orthodontic appointment, our orthodontist will perform a detailed examination of the dental (teeth) and skeletal (jaw) relationship and their relationship to the face. She or he will also review your child’s health history and additional records (e.g. x-rays) which may be available at that time.

          

         After the examination, our orthodontist will review his or her findings with you and give you preliminary information of the existing orthodontic problem and treatment solutions. This is a complimentary initial examination.

          

         If treatment is recommended at this time, our treatment coordinator will go over the series of appointments needed to begin treatment, and the estimated treatment cost and payment options.
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        [image: Types of Orthodontic Treatment]

        Our orthodontists can do a consultation for you to determine if Invisalign or traditional braces are needed. At the first orthodontic appointment, our orthodontist will perform a detailed examination of the dental (teeth) and skeletal (jaw) relationship and their relationship to the face. She or he will also review your child’s health history and additional records (e.g. x-rays) which may be available at that time.

         

        After the examination, our orthodontist will review his or her findings with you and give you preliminary information of the existing orthodontic problem and treatment solutions. This is a complimentary initial examination.

         

        If treatment is recommended at this time, our treatment coordinator will go over the series of appointments needed to begin treatment, and the estimated treatment cost and payment options.

         

        At Childrens Dental Care, we pride ourselves on having multiple dental specialists under one roof so we can provide the most comprehensive and convenient care for you and your family.  Our orthodontics specialists work very closely with our pediatric dentists in order to predict the ideal time to initiate orthodontic care.  In many situations, we can catch issues that need early intervention that other dental offices may not.

         

        We specialize in Phase1 orthodontic treatment, or interceptive orthodontics, that typically occurs between 6 and 9 years of age, during the mixed dentition phase, when patients begin to lose their baby teeth. The American Association of Orthodontists recommends that all children get a checkup with an orthodontist no later than 7 years old. This is the best time to detect whether there are disturbances in jaw growth or tooth development that are more easily addressed at this age.  In this phase, which generally only lasts 1 year, we use expanders, braces, and even Invisalign clear aligners that are super comfortable and easy to clean.

         

        We also provide comprehensive orthodontic care for your teenager and even our moms and dads.  Family discounts, low payments, and flexible no-interest payment plans are all available at our office.  If you have any concerns about yours or your child's teeth, we can provide you a complimentary exam with our orthodontic specialist.
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        Learn more about Orthodontics

       

       
        FAQs

        Emergencies

       

      

     

    

    
     
     
      
       
        
         [image: Our Reviews Loved by Kids. Trusted by parents]
         
          
           
            
             
              "Great kids dental office. The staff are amazing and very knowledgeable. The atmosphere is outstanding and very kids friendly.  I would definitely recommend this dental office in a heartbeat. Couldn’t have picked a better dental office for my children."

              Daisy L, google

               

             

            

            
             
              "Have been going here for years! I travel all the way from Tacoma to Kent! Everyone here is awesome and funny! Family oriented atmosphere! Highly recommend this place!"

               

              Sandy S., google

               

             

            

            
             
              "I love this office I have been bringing my kids since they were 2. The staff is always friendly and helpful and the doctors are wonderful."

               

              Angela H., google

               

             

            

            
             
              "We absolutely LOVE Dr. Grace at Children’s Dental Care! All 4 of our kids see her and they enjoy their time at the dentist! The hygienists are wonderful and very kid friendly, helping the kids feel comfortable and feel important. Definitely recommend this dental office!"

               

              Leanne E., google

               

             

            

            
             
              "Have been coming here for 18 years with my children.   All the staff is friendly and helpful.  My kids loved coming here.  Dr. Kenny always remembers the kids and what they said their summer plans were.  He remembers the things they are interested in.  I couldn't ask for a better dentist.  I only wish they took adults!"

               

              Laura W., google

               

             

            

            
             
              "My kids love coming here! The staff and dentist are super friendly and nice. Everyone in the office is very welcoming! The dental office is very clean! Each child gets to watch a movie above the dental chair and a train goes around the office. Surprising to say my kids get excited to come here!"

               

              Megan V., google

               

             

            

            
             
              "This place is amazing, totally geared for kids with TVs on the ceiling, trains running by and fun movies to watch. They are so amazing with the children too, the entire staff is awesome!  Dr. Brad is incredible with the kids and even though my son had a root canal and it was quite traumatic, I can't rave enough about how well they performed as a team, and how much they care!"

               

              Rachel M., google

               

             

            

            
             
              "Dr. Julie is amazing! My kids are normally pretty apprehensive about visiting the dentist but they actually are excited to come here. The waiting area is decorated like a jungle with plenty of toys to play with, the staff are both patient and welcoming and Dr. Julie sang songs and made the experience fun and easy for my 2 and 4 year old. Highly recommended!"

               

              Makezni C., google

               

             

            

            
             
              "Love taking my daughter here. So happy I found them and dr Julie is awesome. Where were dentist as cool and great as this when I was a kid???? Definitely recommend."

               

              Cristina G., google

               

             

            

            
             
              "My children have been going to children's dentist in Bonney Lake since the age of two. We've known Dr. Kirk for the past 4-5 years and the relationship he has with my boys is extremely valuable. My kids cant wait to see him, and leave saying how they will never forget him and will always have a great memory of their experience.  So amazing and touches my heart. #welovedrkirk."

               

              Jaime A., google

               

             

            

            
             
              "5 stars is not enough stars for this place! The entire place is jungle themed and the waiting room has a little gaming area and a little play room. The staff is so helpful and friendly and they go above and beyond to make sure the children are comfortable at their visit! They let me know my daughter needs fillings and went over every step of what they will be doing and how they will be sedating her and reassured me no one will leave her side and that I'm more than welcome to be back there while they do them. I literally can not say enough good things about this place"

               

              Kylie J., google
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            Ways to Request an Appointment at

            Kent Oceanside!

             

            Call us! We’d love to hear from you.  253.850.1234

             

             

             

            24909 104th Ave SE, Suite 200

            Kent, Washington 98030

            google map
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             Ways to Request an Appointment at

              Bonney Lake!

              

             1. Call us! We’d love to hear from you.  253.826.5000

              

             2. Email us

              

             18008 State Route 410 East, Suite B

             Bonney Lake, Washington 98391

              google map
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        [image: We cant' wait to hear from you!]
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    [image: We are experts at the growing smile.]
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       Ways to Request an Appointment at

       Kent Train Depot!

        

       1. Call us! We’d love to hear from you.  253.850.1234

        

       2. Email us 

        

       24909 104th Ave SE, Suite 200

       Kent, Washington 98030     

       google map
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      (253) 850-1234

      24909 104th Avenue SE, Suite 200

      Kent, Washington 98030     
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      (253) 826-5000

      18008 State Route 410 East, Suite B

      Bonney Lake, Washington 98391 
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